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The remarkable innovations and improvement in software technology is providing the excellent
opportunities to the people throughout the world in 2012. The advancement of tremendous
technological tools attract the people with availability of amazing features, applications, web
solutions and many other facilities. Today, software technology touches new business requirements
and human beings everywhere. No one can deny importance of software technology in daily life
activities. Indeed, software development has built human life and business processes better,
improved and more contented than ever before.

New trends are emerging due to improvement and escalation in software technology that assures to
renovate world in every quarter. Some of these popular trends in software technology 2012 are:

Agile Application Lifecycle Management

It is management of software application lifecycle from initial stage of development process to final
stage. It has widely accepted by the development companies for effective collaboration to improve
business productivity and reduce the project turn-around time. As well as, cloud technology has
become more popular for the web-based tools, which can support the agile methodology.

Cloud Technology and Security

Cloud technology can connect users to servers online to access software for various devices and
computational work. In 2012, several innovative commercial applications are deploying on cloud
platform. It is a better, faster, secure and cheaper than traditional software. Nowadays, business
enterprises are consuming cloud services at reliable costs. Security, management, accessing and
storage are the key trends of cloud technology in 2012. Thus, organizations are looking for a
reputable software development company India to get different software services and cloud services
at affordable rates.

New Version - HTML5

The fifth version of the HTML standards are using for presenting and structuring the content on the
World Wide Web. HTML5 supports multimedia content on the internet and on browsers for low-
powered devices such as tablet computers, smart phones and others. It has become popular for
mobile devices to drop development of flash technology and browsing on devices.

Mobile Application Technology and Cloud

Mobile technology is the most popular technology in the world, provides innovative IT solutions with
the help of applications on devices such as iPad, iPhone and others. Nowadays, mobile applications
are being implanted with tablets and smart phones to perform computer related task in an effective
way. It covers wide variety of areas such as computation, business, utility, education, marketing and
many more. Mobile cloud technology is greatly accepted by different companies in 2012 due to
portability, low-cost, feature-rich solutions and biggest customer base.

Innovative IT Infrastructure and Solutions

Innovation is a significant part of the business enterprises to fulfill the customer needs. They want to
create revolutionary IT solutions to change business orientation and integrate business system
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according to the changing marketing strategies. Nowadays, developers are deeply engaged to
develop IT architect to generate cutting-edge business orientation in the market.

Indeed, the importance of a software development company is increasing day-by-day due to
emerging trends of technology. It is providing an overwhelming security system with excellent
development services across the globe.
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